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G
raphene with its combination of
large specific surface area, two-
dimensional high aspect ratio sheet

geometry, and outstanding mechanical
properties1�5 shows great promise as a
nanofiller in composite materials. A number
of studies with polymer-based matrices6�11

have demonstrated that graphene fillers
can significantly improve the mechanical
properties of polymers at relatively low
nanofiller loading. However, to our knowl-
edge, there is no report so far on the use of
graphene additives to improve themechan-
ical properties of bulk ceramics. Structural
ceramics are becoming increasingly rele-
vant for high-temperature applications.12

In particular, silicon nitride (Si3N4) is a
high-temperature-resistant ceramic (up to
1500 �C) and is also considered the most
reliable structural ceramic due to the forma-
tion of an interlocking microstructure of
R-Si3N4 that is reinforced with long rod-like
β-Si3N4 grains.

12 This self-reinforced micro-
structure results in a high resistance to
fracture due to the β-Si3N4 grains and high
hardness due to the matrix of R-Si3N4

grains.12 The combination of high hardness
and toughness in one material composition
and the ability to tailor each property based
on themicrostructure is the principal reason
why Si3N4 is considered the leading struc-
tural ceramic. However, Si3N4 is still not
widely used in many elevated temperature
(>1000 �C) applications due to its overall
low toughness properties in comparison to
metals.
Conventional ceramic matrix composites

(CMCs) use one-dimensional fibers as the
reinforcement phase, such as carbon fibers13

or carbon nanotubes14,15 and ceramic whis-
kers.16,17 To the best of our knowledge, there
are currently no reports showing CMCs pro-
cessed with graphene reinforcement for
mechanical property enhancement. A major
reason why processing graphene reinforced
bulk ceramic composites has been limited is

the thermal stability limitations of graphene
at high temperature. Ceramics start to densify
and sinter at temperatures >1000 �C, and
Si3N4 is usually sintered at ∼1800 �C, there-
fore making it challenging to incorporate
graphene which has low thermal stability at
temperatures in excess of∼600 �C.18 In order
to determine the true effect of graphene on
the toughness of Si3N4 and to eliminate the
effect of theβ-Si3N4grains on toughening,we
chose to control the matrix microstructure to
be approximately 100% R-Si3N4 (equiax
grains). We did so using spark plasma sinter-
ing (SPS), which is a process that reduces the
time at temperature from hours to minutes
over conventional sintering methods, thus
allowing accurate control of the R- to β-Si3N4

conversion, and also limits thermally in-
duced structural damage to the graphene
platelets (GPL) by avoiding long proces-
sing times at high temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to obtain uniform, densified
microstructures of our nanocomposites,
we used colloidal processing methods to
create homogenously dispersed particle
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ABSTRACT The majority of work in graphene nanocomposites has focused on polymer matrices.

Here we report for the first time the use of graphene to enhance the toughness of bulk silicon nitride

ceramics. Ceramics are ideally suited for high-temperature applications but suffer from poor

toughness. Our approach uses graphene platelets (GPL) that are homogeneously dispersed with

silicon nitride particles and densified, at ∼1650 �C, using spark plasma sintering. The sintering
parameters are selected to enable the GPL to survive the harsh processing environment, as

confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. We find that the ceramic's fracture toughness increases by up to

∼235% (from ∼2.8 to ∼6.6 MPa 3m
1/2) at ∼1.5% GPL volume fraction. Most interestingly, novel

toughening mechanisms were observed that show GPL wrapping and anchoring themselves around

individual ceramic grains to resist sheet pullout. The resulting cage-like graphene structures that

encapsulate the individual grains were observed to deflect propagating cracks in not just two but

three dimensions.

KEYWORDS: ceramics . silicon nitride . graphene . nanocomposites . fracture
toughness
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systems in aqueous suspension.19�22 Highly dispersed
GPL/Si3N4 nanocomposite slurries, using 0.02, 0.5, 1.0,
and 1.5 vol % graphene (total solids basis), were
processed using methods based on our previous work
with single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT)-Si3N4

ceramic nanocomposites.23 Bulk quantities of GPL
used in this study were produced by the rapid thermal
expansion (>2000 �Cmin�1) of graphite oxide.24,25 The
platelets comprised on average of ∼3�4 graphene
sheets with less than 2 nm thickness.25 Elemental anal-
ysis gave the carbon to oxygen ratio in GPL as ∼9.1
to 1, which confirmed that the majority of oxygen-
containing moieties were expelled due to the thermal
shock. Figure 1a,b shows typical scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of the as-produced GPL.
The GPLs are agglomerated, as seen in Figure 1a,
before the colloidal processing step. In Figure 1b, the
higher resolution SEM image shows the wrinkled sur-
face of a few partially separated graphene sheets.
We have previously shown that the dispersion of

SWNTs using a cationic surfactant, cetyltrimethylam-
monium bromide (CTAB), occurs because the hydro-
phobic SWNTs are attracted to the hydrophobic tails of
the surfactant, resulting in SWNTs that are covered in
positively charged surfactant molecules.23,26 We used
CTAB as the dispersant throughout this study to dis-
perse GPLs, assuming a carbon surface chemistry
similar to that of the SWNTs. The amount of surfactant
used was based on its dry weight and was used at a
concentration above the critical micelle concentration.

We used 1.0 wt % CTAB to GPLs and 1.0 wt % CTAB to
Si3N4 powders in order to create a positive electrostatic
repulsive force between the two phases of the compo-
site materials and with each other. This electrostatic
repulsion was developed due to the net charge from
the positive headgroup on the surfactantmolecules on
the graphene platelets and the Si3N4 particles. Panels c
and d of Figure 1 show SEM images of the GPL and
Si3N4 powder mixtures after aqueous colloidal proces-
sing. Figure 1c shows GPLs separated from each other
among a uniform dispersion of Si3N4 particles.
Figure 1d shows a higher resolution image of a GPL
decorated with individual Si3N4 particles, which are
also enveloped within the GPL.
SPS is a relatively new high-temperature powder

consolidation method that has already been used to
successfully create fully dense ceramics,27�29 nano-
ceramics,30,31 and ceramic nanocomposites reinforced
with carbon nanotubes.23,32�35 The advantages of
using SPS to densify ceramics are (1) rapid heating
rates (up to 600 �C/min) and (2) simultaneous applied
pressure (60�120 MPa). SPS simultaneously applies
pressure and quickly pulses electric current through a
graphite die containing the ceramic powders that are
to be densified. The pulsed current assists in densifica-
tion upon applied pressure and relies on creep and
related mechanisms for densification and not the
conventional sintering methods that involve diffu-
sion and mass transport of material across the grain
boundaries during long periods of time at elevated

Figure 1. GPL and GPL-Si3N4 powder particles. (a) Low- and (b) high-resolution SEM images of as-produced graphene
platelets showing tightly packed platelets containing crumpled sheets of graphene. (c) Low- and (d) high-resolution SEM
images after colloidal processing indicating partially exfoliated GPL mixed with well-dispersed Si3N4 particles. The images
clearly indicate GPL decorated with Si3N4 particles; the Si3N4 particles are well-dispersed throughout the surface area of the
sheets.
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temperatures.28 For this study, we used SPS to densify
our nanocomposite powders with precise control of
the matrix microstructure and to limit the time at
temperature to minimize the possibility of structural
damage to the GPL at high temperatures and pres-
sures. The protocols used for SPS operation and

nancomposite and graphene preparation are provided
in the Materials and Methods section.
Table 1 shows the SPS heating rate, time at tempera-

ture, hold time, percent theoretical density (% TD), and
final material composition obtained for monolithic Si3N4.
The goal of this preliminary densification investigation

TABLE 1. Physical Properties of Si3N4 Monoliths Densified Using SPS

starting material

composition

SPS heating rate

(�C/min)

sintering temperature

(�C) hold time (min) applied load (MPa) % theoretical density

final material

composition

R-Si3N4 100 1500 5 35 87.6 100% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1575 5 35 98.4 100% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1600 5 35 99.5 100% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1700 5 35 99.0 83% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1600 2 35 93.8 >99% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1625 2 35 97.0 >99% R-Si3N4
R-Si3N4 100 1650 2 35 100.0 >99% R-Si3N4

Figure 2. Spark plasma sintering of Si3N4matrixmaterial. (a) Density of Si3N4 is plotted as a function of sintering temperature
for twodifferent times at temperaturewhich are 5minhold and 2min hold at temperature; 100%of theoretical density for the
matrix material is obtained at ∼1650 �C, for 2 min hold at temperature. (b) Densification profile for this high-density part
shows a steady increase in displacement with increasing temperature up to the final sintering temperature. (c) X-ray
diffraction phase analysis of the matrix after SPS shows that for the highest density part (1650 �C) we retain a phase
composition that is approximately 100% R-Si3N4.
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was to determine the SPS parameters that would result in
creating nearly 100% R-Si3N4 while maintaining high
density at the lowest possible temperature and shortest
amount of time at temperature. Figure 2a shows the
density plot for monolithic Si3N4 sintered from 1500 to
1700 �C, using two different hold times of 2 and 5 min at
temperature. The 5 min density plot shows that the
density increases with increasing temperature from
1500 to 1600 �C (99.5% TD) and then remains relatively
constant up to ∼1700 �C (99.0% TD). The 2 min density
plot shows that the effect of temperature ondensification
is significantly greater when using a shorter hold time
(keeping the heating rate constant) and results in 100%
TD at∼1650 �C. Figure 2b shows the shrinkage displace-
ment curve and the heating profile curve that was
measured during the SPS run for the high-density mono-
lithic part sintered at ∼1650 �C for 2 min. The displace-
ment curve shows steady shrinkage displacement with

increasing temperature up to∼1650 �C,which represents
ideal densification behavior. Figure 2c shows the X-ray
diffraction (XRD, X'Pert MPD Pro, PANalytical, Westbor-
ough, MA, USA) (Cu KR) patterns for the monoliths
sintered at various temperatures and hold times. Specifi-
cally, the XRD spectrum for the monolith sintered at
1650 �C, for only 2 min, confirms that SPS can be used
to tailor thematrixmicrostructure to∼100%R-Si3N4while
achieving high density. The accurate and reliable control
of the matrix microstructure (R-Si3N4) is important be-
cause we want to evaluate the effect of GPL as struc-
tural reinforcement within a uniform and homogeneous
equiax grain matrix microstructure. The XRD spectra for
the monoliths sintered at 1500, 1600, and 1700 �C for
5min at temperature are also shown in Figure 2cwith the
percentage of each phase listed in Table 1. As expected,
the phase content transitions from 100% R-Si3N4 to
β-Si3N4 formation with increasing sintering temperature.

Figure 3. SEM fracture surface images of Si3N4 andGPLnanocomposites. (a) Low- and (b) higher-magnification SEM images of
the high-density 100% R-Si3N4 monolithic ceramic matrix material showing an equiaxed and homogeneous grain micro-
structure. (c) Low- and (d) higher-magnification SEM images of the sintered and fractured 1.0 vol%GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposite.
The small white arrows illustrate the location of GPL on the fracture surface image. The large crack running through image c
indicates the presence of GPL along the grain boundary of the matrix material. Corresponding (e) low- and (f) high-
magnification SEM images of the 1.5 vol % GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposite.
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Figure 3a,b shows SEM images of two different
fracture surfaces for the same specimen of ∼100%
R-Si3N4 (>99% TD). The grain size is estimated as
∼500 nm, and the grains are uniform throughout the
fracture surfaces. Figure 3c,d shows SEM images of two
different fracture surfaces for the same 1.0 vol % GPL-
Si3N4 nanocomposite. Figure 3c is the lower resolution
image showing the R-Si3N4 grain matrix microstruc-
ture. It also indicates homogeneous dispersion of the
GPL throughout the nanocomposite (as pointed out by
the small white arrows directly labeled on the image).
This specific image (Figure 3c) was taken at this area
because of the interesting interactions between the
large crack that runs through the bulk of the specimen
and the GPL at the center of the image. First, we notice
that the GPL is protruding out of the fracture surface
and it is a large platelet that runs along the grain
boundaries of the matrix. The long continuous platelet
of graphene does not appear to deflect the crack
propagation path in-plane. However, the crack does
not penetrate or puncture through the graphene
platelet either. Therefore, we believe that the crack is
arrested at the GPL and has to change directions (i.e.,
undergo out-of-plane deflection) to negotiate the GPL.
Thus it appears that the GPLs (which are anchored at

the grain boundaries) prevent cracks from changing
their propagation paths in the conventional two-
dimensional spaces and force such cracks to propagate
in three-dimensional space. Such a fracture resistance
mechanism has hitherto not been reported in conven-
tional CMC systems. Figure 3d is an SEM image of a
fracture surface at a different location of the same
nanocomposite (1.0 vol % GPL-Si3N4) and shows how
the GPL (at the center of the image) is anchored
securely within the grain boundaries of the matrix
microstructure. The image also depicts smaller GPL
dispersed throughout the microstructure of the nano-
composite (pointed out by the small white arrows
directly labeled onto the image). In comparison with
the monolith (Figure 3b), the nanocomposite micro-
structure is less angular and appears to exhibit less of a
brittle fracture microstructure.
Figure 3e,f shows SEM images of the same fracture

surface for the 1.5 vol%GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposite. The
bulk fracture surface is similar to the 1.0 vol % GPL-
Si3N4 nanocomposite. At lower magnification
(Figure 3e), one can clearly see the graphene sheets
pulled out of the fracture surface, and in other regions,
they create a single layer (or possible few layers) veil of
graphene that drapes over the fracture surface (top left

Figure 4. Tougheningmechanisms in GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposites. (a) Microhardness testing resulting in the creation of radial
cracks stemming from the microhardness indent (inset image). Closer examination of the radial cracks reveals GPL bridging
the crack at several locations, two of which are shown in this high-resolution SEM image. (b) Further examination of the radial
cracks indicates that they follow a tortuous crack propagation path. (c) Fracture surface of the bulk sample indicates the
presence of three-dimensional toughening mechanisms for the GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposite.
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corner), which makes them difficult to distinguish at
first glance. The higher resolution SEM image in
Figure 3f illustrates a wall of graphene sheets that
follows the grain boundaries of the matrix. Conven-
tional fiber-reinforced ceramic toughening mechan-
isms, such as fiber pull-out, are commonly observed on
fracture surfaces of bulk CMCs. For our system also, we
do observe the pull-out of the graphene sheets that are
tucked and wrapped around the matrix grains. We
expect that the energy required to pull out a sheet is
greater than that of a fiber due to “sheet wrapping”
around the matrix grain boundaries and the increased
contact area with the matrix.
In order to study the effect of graphene concentra-

tion on the toughness of the ceramic, we used micro-
hardness testing to induce radial cracking from the
corners of the indentation. These cracks are then
measured in length in order to calculate a toughness
value by using the Anstis equation36 (eq 1). This
equation uses themeasured hardness (H), applied load
(P), modulus (E = 300 GPa, as measured previously for
Si3N4), crack length (co), and a constant for Vickers
produced radial cracks in brittle ceramics (0.16) to
calculate a toughness value.

KC ¼ 0:16
E

H

� �1=2 P

c
3=2
o

 !
(1)

The Vickers hardness number (H) used to calculate the
toughness valueswasmeasured using an applied load of
9.8 N in order to avoid forming radial cracks. An applied
load of 98Nwas used to create reproducible radial cracks
that were used to measure crack values (co) used in eq 1.
The advantage of the microindentation fracture techni-
que is the relatively small amount of graphene needed in
comparison to processing large scale specimens needed
for testing using conventional ASTMmethods. Note that,
while microindentation is not a general method that
gives accurate results for all categories of ceramics, it has
been shown36 that specifically for Si3N4 the microinden-
tation technique gives reliable results. In this study, we
have used this method on a comparative basis to
demonstrate the impact of the addition of GPL on the
fracture toughness of Si3N4 nanocomposites.
Figure 4a shows a representative microhardness

indentation (inset image) of the 1.0 vol % GPL-Si3N4

nanocomposite. The area of the indent is approxi-
mately 150 μm2 andwas created using a 196 N applied
load. Figure 4a,b shows high-resolution images of the
microhardness induced radial cracks. Figure 4a shows
crack deflection resulting in a branched crack structure.
Probing within the cracks (Figure 4a,b), one can see
direct evidence of “sheet pull-out” and graphene
sheets that are bridging the cracks, which are directly
labeled on the images. Figure 4a also shows two
regions within the crack where it appears that the GPLs
are necking down to a smaller cross-sectional area

within the crack wake. Figure 4c shows the bulk
fracture surface for the 1.0 vol % GPL-Si3N4 nanocom-
posite. The GPL at the center of the image is protruding
out of the surface and follows the contours formed by
thematrix grain boundaries. This fracture surface again
illustrates the ability of the GPL to block the in-plane
propagation of the crack, thereby forcing it to climb
over the wall of graphene sheets. Such a fracture
surface is unexpected for a ceramic and suggests that
the two-dimensional GPL promotes the deflection of
cracks in three dimensions.
Figure 5a is a plot of the calculated toughness values

for theGPL-Si3N4 nanocomposites, shown as a function
of GPL concentration from0, 0.02, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 vol%
GPL. The plot shows a systematic increase in tough-
ness with increasing GPL concentration from ∼2.8

Figure 5. Toughness characterization and Raman spectra
for GPL-Si3N4 composites. (a) Toughness of the monolith
systematically increaseswith increasingGPL vol% from0 to
1.5 vol % GPL. The toughness of the monolith is enhanced
by ∼235% using ∼1.5 vol % GPL. (b) Raman spectroscopy
was used to characterize the structure of theGPLswithin the
Si3N4 after SPS high-temperature densification (1650 �C for
2 min). Raman spectroscopy of the as-produced graphene
shows the starting material as platelets and that the as-
received starting powder of Si3N4 is not Raman active. At
0.02 vol % GPL, the SPS induces a transformation of the
multilayer GPLs into few or bilayer graphene, which is
detected by the appearance of a new peak (G0 band) at
∼2624 cm�1. At 0.5 vol % GPL, Raman signature of nano-
diamonds is observed, while at 1.0 and 1.5 vol % GPL, we
detect a mixture of few-layered and multilayer graphene.
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to ∼6.6 MPa 3m
1/2. The increase in toughness over the

monolith is as high as ∼235% (i.e., 3-fold increase in
toughness for the 1.5 vol % GPL-Si3N4 nanocomposite
over themonolith). The performance of GPL is superior
to single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) additives at
the same filler volume fraction. For example, in ref 23,
we reported fracture toughness of∼4.71 MPa 3m

1/2 for
a 1.0 vol % SWNT-Si3N4 composite, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the values reported here (∼5.8
MPa 3m

1/2) for GPL. Fractography analysis (Figures 3
and 4) indicates the presence of a variety of toughen-
ing mechanisms for GPL, including sheet wrapping,
sheet pull-out, two- and three-dimensional crack de-
flection, and crack bridging. Table 2 summarizes the
density, theoretical density, hardness, and toughness
values for each nanocomposite (0.02, 0.2, 1.0, and 1.5
vol % GPL-Si3N4) and the monolith that were all
sintered at ∼1650 �C (for 2 min).
Raman study was also performed to confirm that the

sheet-like structures observed in Figures 3 and 4 are
GPL. Figure 5b shows a collection of individual Raman
spectra for as-produced graphene, Si3N4 (after
sintering), and 0.02, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 vol % GPL-Si3N4

nanocomposites (after sintering). The as-received gra-
phene shows two clear peaks at∼1317 cm�1 (D band)
and ∼1582 cm�1 (G band); note that the G0 peak at
∼2624 cm�1 is absent, which is typical of multilayer
sheets or platelet configuration of graphene.37 At
∼0.02 vol % of graphene in the ceramic, the Raman
signature after SPS indicates a new peak at
∼2624 cm�1 for the G0 (or 2D band). This indicates
the thinning of the multilayer graphene platelets into
few-layer or possibly bilayer graphene. Therefore, the
high temperatures and pressures associated with SPS
can transform the structure of graphene from multi-
layers into few-layered graphene. However, as we
increase the concentration from 0.02 to 1 and 1.5 vol
% GPL, the intensity of the G0 peak diminishes, sug-
gesting that the graphene platelets are no longer
being thinned as effectively at the higher loading
fractions. Another interesting observation is that the
Raman signature for the ∼0.5 vol % GPL composite

showed no peaks for the G andG0 bands. Instead a new
peak at∼1332 cm�1 appears corresponding to crystal-
line diamond. Clearly, further investigation is war-
ranted to understand the effect of spark plasma
sintering (i.e., pulsing direct current while under simul-
taneous pressure) on the thinning of GPL and the
possible conversion of GPL to nanodiamonds.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, we used aqueous colloidal proces-
sing methods to obtain uniform and homogeneous
dispersions of GPL and Si3N4 ceramic particles prior
to densification using SPS. After densification at
∼1650 �C, we found direct evidence of graphene in
the nanocomposites using Raman spectroscopy. The
only exception was ∼0.5 vol % of graphene, for which
case we found that the graphene was possibly con-
verted into the nanodiamond phase. At lower concen-
trations (0.02 vol % GPL), we converted the GPL into
thinner bilayer or few-layered graphene sheets using
SPS. We measured a ∼235% increase in toughness for
the nanocomposite over the monolith using only
1.5 vol % addition of graphene. The SPS parameters
were adjusted to ensure that we maintained the
same matrix microstructure phase composition and
high density (100% R-Si3N4 with >99% TD) for all
samples. Most interestingly, we observed some very
unexpected toughening mechanisms on the frac-
ture surfaces of the nanocomposites. The GPLs
appear to be anchored or wrapped underneath the
matrix grains and result in the formation of a con-
tinuous wall of graphene along the grain boundaries
that arrests and forces cracks to propagate in not
just two but in three dimensions in order to continue
to propagate through the material. Such fracture
behavior in ceramics has hitherto not been re-
ported. Graphene nanofiller reinforcement could
potentially be used to enhance toughness for
a range of ceramic materials enabling their wide-
spread use in high-performance structural appli-
cations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nanocomposite Powder Preparation. Cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) was procured from Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St.
Louis, MO. Si3N4 powders with mean particle size of ∼0.77 μm

measured by X-ray absorption/sedimentation technique and
average surface area of∼7.7m2/gmeasured by standard BETN2

adsorption was obtained from GS-44, Allied Signal Inc., Tor-
rance, CA. Appropriate amounts of graphene and Si3N4 powder
were added to separate containers of DI water with C16TAB

TABLE 2. Physical and Mechanical Properties of GPL-Si3N4 Nanocomposites

starting material composition density (g/cm3) % theoretical density hardness (GPa) toughness (MPa 3m
1/2)

0.00 vol % GPL þ 100.00 vol % Si3N4 3.223 100.0 22.3( 0.84 2.8( 0.12
0.02 vol % GPL þ 99.98 vol % Si3N4 3.204 99.5 21.2( 0.34 2.7( 0.14
0.50 vol % GPL þ 99.50 vol % Si3N4 3.198 99.7 19.3( 0.69 5.21( 1.00
1.00 vol % GPL þ 99.00 vol % Si3N4 3.175 99.3 20.4( 0.37 5.8( 1.18
1.50 vol % GPL þ 98.50 vol % Si3N4 3.175 99.6 15.7( 0.61 6.6( 1.31
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predissolved, and the pH was adjusted to ∼4 using nitric acid.
The graphene and Si3N4 solutions were sonicated for 40 and 20
min, respectively, at 22 W using a horn sonicator, Misonix
S-4000, Qsonica LLC, Newtown, CT. The dispersed solutions
were then combined and sonicated for an additional 10min (22
W) before ball milling for 24 h using alumina media. After
processing, the water was evaporated at ∼100 �C, and the
dried nanocomposite slurries were heat treated in argon to
remove the surfactant using a heating rate of ∼5 �C/min up to
∼500 �C for 1 h hold time.

Graphene Preparation. Graphite oxide was prepared by oxidiz-
ing graphite flakes (average diameter of ∼48 μm) in a solution
of concentrated sulfuric acid (95�98%), concentrated nitric acid
(68%), hydrochloric acid (36�38%), and potassium chlorate
(99.5%) for 96 h.24,25 Thermal reduction of graphite oxide into
graphene platelets was achieved by placing the graphite oxide
powder (200 mg) in a 200 mm inner diameter, 1 m long quartz
tube that was sealed at one end. The other end of the quartz
tubewas closed using a rubber stopper. An argon inlet was then
inserted through the rubber stopper. The sample was flushed
with argon for ∼10 min, and the quartz tube was quickly
inserted into a tube furnace (Thermolyne 79300, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., USA) preheated to ∼1050 �C and held in the
furnace for ∼35 s.

Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS). The SPS apparatus (SPS 10-3,
Thermal Technology, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) used in this study
was operated using a max pulse current of 3000 A and max
pulse voltage of 10 V. The pulse cycle was 25ms on and 5ms off
using a heating rate of 100 �C/min. An external pressure of 35
MPa was applied from the 5 MPa preload at 20 MPa/min to the
warm-up temperature of 600 �C (767A). The powders were
heated inside a graphite die that was lined with graphite foil in
order to prevent reactions with the die case. The control
temperature was monitored using a single-color optical pyrom-
eter that was focused to within ∼6 mm of the powder sample
within the die. A secondary temperature measurement was
conducted using a Mo sheath type C thermocouple located in
the lower punch, ∼4 mm, from the bottom of the powder
sample. The punch temperature was higher than the die
temperature by a measured difference of 100�150 �C at the
target densification temperature. A vacuum of at least ∼3 Pa
was achieved before application of power. After sintering, the
power is shut off at and pressure held at ∼35 MPa for 5 min
while the furnace cools naturally at∼300 �C/min. Density values
were measured using the Archimedes method. The rule of
mixtures was used to calculate the nanocomposite densities,
based on volume fraction, using density values of ∼1.0 and
∼3.22 g/cm2 for GPL and Si3N4, respectively.
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